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Experimental coherent control of lasers
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We experimentally demonstrate coherent control of a laser. A resonant 100-fs optical pulse is injected into a
vertical cavity surface emitting laser to introduce a field component with well-defined phase and thereby excite
beating oscillations between the transverse lasing modes. By changing the relative phase between two injected
pulses, we can enhance or destroy the beating oscillations and select which lasing modes are excited. We
discuss resonant pulse injection into lasers and show how mode competition improves controllability by
suppressing the phase-sensitive effects of the carriers.
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Coherent control of light-matter interaction has been
subject of significant interest to a broad range of disciplin
@1–4# over recent years since the utilization of phase adds
additional degree of freedom. Using two or more tim
separated light pulses with well-defined relative phase
been applied to the control of tetrahertz radiation@2#, coher-
ently coupled systems@3#, and for the annihilation of exci-
tons @4#. One key advantage of coherent control is tha
allows for switching between states on time scales m
shorter than the intrinsic relaxation@4#.

All-optical switching@4#, logic @5#, and memories@6# are
a few examples where coherent control may offer substan
speed improvements over traditional methods. It was quic
realized that the picosecond decoherence times in semi
ductors~even at 4 K temperatures! were too short for any
practical device application@7#. Stimulated emission is abl
to counteract coherence decay, but femtosecond cohe
control of an active optical system, such as a laser, has
now never been demonstrated. Pulse injection in lasers
ased above threshold has always been investigated in
gimes where phase does not play a role@5,8–11#, with single
pulses or at wavelengths well away from the lasing tran
tion.

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate femtosec
coherent control of a laser. The model system used is a
tical cavity surface emitting laser~VCSEL! that provides the
benefit of a single longitudinal mode 3l/2 microcavity reso-
nator, and so propagation effects, which would be import
in an edge-emitting laser@10#, are not present. We show th
injecting a pulse resonant with the VCSEL produces bea
between the lasing transverse modes. Previous works
shown that injecting intense nonresonant pulses can se
relativephase between modes to produce mode beating@11#.
By contrast, we show that injecting resonant pulses can
fluence theabsolutephase of the modes. This is confirme
by phase-sensitive control of the mode beating with the
jection of a second resonant pulse. We use the ph
sensitive control as an experimental tool to selectively ex
specific oscillating modes. We discuss resonant pulse in
tion and show that mode competition can suppress the eff
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of the nonlinear carrier response that would otherwise
detrimental to coherent control.

The VCSEL’s investigated were multimode commerc
devices lasing at 855 nm and having a 3.5-mA thresh
current. Resonant 100-fs optical pulses from a mode-loc
Ti:sapphire laser~1 to 10 pJ per pulse, 855-nm center wav
length, and 82-MHz repetition rate! were focused onto the
VCSEL with a 5-mm spot size. With this resolution, eac
pulse coupled into approximately 10~lasing and nonlasing!
transverse modes. A 7.5mm-radius window in the top con
tact restricted pulse injection to within the concentric 10mm
radius active region defined by ion implantation. The VCS
emission was up converted in a nonlinear crystal by su
frequency generation with a time-delayed sampling pu
and detected with a photomultiplier tube. The delay of t
sampling pulse was varied to obtain subpicosecond t
resolution of the laser emission@10#. The injected and sam
pling pulses were polarized at 45° to the main polarizat
axis of the VCSEL to excite and detect both polarizati
senses.

Figure 1~a! shows the time-resolved VCSEL emissio
spatially integrated in the far field, after the injection of
single optical pulse for two different bias currents. The in
to Fig. 1~a! shows a schematic of the experimental setup. T
initial spike at time zero corresponds to reflection of t
pulse from the VCSEL Bragg mirror. The increase in lasi
emission after this first spike shows how much light ent
the cavity. Due to the high reflectivity of the VCSEL mirro
approximately 0.5% of the injected optical pulse ener
couples into the active region. In this experiment betwee
and 50 fJ of pulse energy is coupled into the cavity~divided
up between the modes!, which is three orders of magnitud
smaller than that has been used previously for nonreso
pulse injection to excite mode oscillations in VCSEL’s@11#.
The energy of lasing light within the cavity is approximate
20 fJ at 12.5 mA.

The VCSEL emission shows oscillations resulting fro
the beating between transverse modes. The peak-to-
magnitude of oscillation is 30% of the VCSEL’s outp
power for the most intense injected pulses used. The in
sity of beating varies linearly with injected optical puls
power. The percentage beating is ultimately limited by t
spatial overlap between the transverse modes~as seen at the
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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detector! and the cw emission from nonexcited modes. T
beating occurs at a series of frequencies between 50 and
GHz. The beat frequencies emitted vary with the bias c
rent. In addition to the mode beating, weak relaxation os
lations with a 150-ps period are seen.

Figure 1~b! shows the Fourier transform of the curves
Fig. 1~a!. Figure 1~c! shows the lasing spectrum of the VC
SEL measured with a 0.46-m spectrometer. The VCSE
lasing modes experience a 40-GHz redshift due to injec
heating when the current is raised from 12.5 to 13 mA.
Fig. 1~c!, the modes are labeled 0 through 4 at 0, 15, 65, 1
and 215 GHz~determined by fitting to Gaussian peaks w
the spectrometer resolution full with at half maximum of
GHz!. Modes 0 and 2 are orthogonally polarized to modes
3, and 4~not shown!.

The injected pulse creates beating oscillations betw
transverse lasing modes. The beat peak resonances at 6
215 GHz in Fig. 1~b! agree well with the spacing betwee
the free-running~i.e., without pulse injection! laser modes
0–2 and 0–4 in Fig. 1~c!. There is also a small 125-GHz be
peak corresponding to the spacing between modes 1 an

In Ref. @11#, it was shown that nonresonant injection ad
carriers to the inverted gain medium by absorption, wh
increases the gain and excites new lasing modes. By con
the resonant pulse injection used here removes carrier
stimulated emission that reduces the gain and so the e

FIG. 1. ~a! VCSEL emission after single 100-fs resonant optic
pulse injection~at 0 ps! for 12.5-mA ~thick line! and 13-mA~thin
line! current injection. Inset shows experimental setup~MO denotes
microscope objective, NL denotesb-BBO crystal, BS denotes beam
splitter, PMT denotes photomultiplier tube, IP denotes injec
pulse, and SP denotes sampling pulse!. ~b! Fourier transform of~a!.
Strong 65- and 215-GHz beat peaks for 12.5-mA current injec
and 50-GHz beat peak for 13 mA.~c! Optical spectrum of free-
running VCSEL at 12.5 mA and 13 mA. Lasing modes are labe
0 to 4 for the 12.5-mA current.
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gence of new lasing modes is not expected. At 12.7 m
there is a change in the free-running lasing spectrum wh
mode zero disappears and the spectral width becomes
rower. Simultaneously, the 65 GHz and 215-GHz beat co
ponents disappear and a 50-GHz beat peak emerges@see Fig.
1~b!#. Similar observations have been made for other curr
values and on other VCSEL’s, all confirming that the fre
running lasing modes produce the observed beating. T
observation is key to the control experiments that follo
because it shows that we can resonantly interact with
preexistent lasing modes without introducing new ones.

Figure 2~a! shows the response of the VCSEL’s emissi
to double pulse injection. The pulse pair is created by
Michelson interferometer actively stabilized to better th
0.06 fs variance in pulse separation,t12. We control the
response of the VCSEL by varying the relative phasef be-
tween the pulses with subwavelength changes to the p
separation. The VCSEL emission shows 65-GHz and 2
GHz oscillation forf51.25p and 0.5p, respectively. We
have observed a phase-sensitive response of the laser t
second injected pulse up to a maximum 175-ps separa
~limited by the setup! between the two injected pulses. Th
time separation is significantly longer than the photon cav
lifetime ~2 ps!, but less than the VCSEL coherence tim
(.1 ns).

Figure 2~b! shows the power spectrum of the VCSEL
output after double pulse injection for an entire cycle of re
tive phase between the two injected pulses. It is possibl
tune the emission to different isolated oscillation frequenc

l

d

n

d

FIG. 2. ~a! VCSEL emission at 12.5 mA after injection of tw
resonant optical pulses separated byt12513.8 ps for two values of
the relative phase between pulses,f. Arrows indicate the times of
pulse injection.~b! Contour plot of Fourier transform of VCSEL’s
response under same conditions as~a! over full cycle off.
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by adjustingf. In this manner, we can select which mod
are excited by coherent control. In Fig. 2~a! bottom, for ex-
ample, we selectively excite the two weakest lasing mode
beat for over 120 ps without exciting the other oscillati
modes.

Figure 3 shows the experimental maximum~over all
phase values,f) Fourier transform amplitude at each be
frequency separation between the two injected pulses. It
be shown that the maximum coherent enhancement for
pulsive excitement of two linear oscillators with frequen
differenceV may be written as 11ucos(Vt12/2)u. A fit of the
observed maximum beat amplitude to this expression
shown in Fig. 3. The beat frequencies obtained by fitt
were 55, 128, and 220 GHz, respectively. These values a
good agreement with the actual beat frequencies show
Fig. 1 ~a!. How can this linear control behavior exist in a
active laser system, in spite of the nonlinear coupling
tween the carriers and the optical field?

To understand some of the observed features of reso
pulse injection and coherent control, we analyze the co
monly used laser rate equations in dimensionless form,
the simplified case of two modes, phenomenologically
cluding the effect of mode competition,

Ėj~ t !5
11 ia

2 (
k

b jkNk~ t !Ej~ t !1 iv jEj~ t !1k jEin~ t !,

~1!

Ṅj~ t !5Pj2gNj~ t !2@Nj~ t !11#(
k

b jkuEk~ t !u2, ~2!

whereEj (t) andNj (t) are the complex electric field and re
carrier density of modej ,k51,2, Pj is the carrier injection
term, b jk quantifies the overlap of modek with Nj (t) ~with
(kb jk51), g50.002 is the carrier lifetime,v j is the angular

FIG. 3. Crosses show measured maximum of VCSEL respo
~at frequencies of 65 GHz, 125 GHz, and 215 GHz! to two injected
optical pulses with varying separationt12. The solid curve shows a
11ucos(Vt12/2)u fit.
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frequency,a52.5 is the linewidth enhancement factor,k j is
the in-coupling rate of the injected field,Ein(t)
5Ain(t)exp@iu(t)#, with Ain(t) real. Time is measured in
units of the cavity lifetime.b j j 51 describes two indepen
dent laser modes, whereasb j j 50.5 describes two coupled
modes equally sharing the carriers~e.g., carrier diffusion is
large or modal overlap is uniform!. Intensity beating is ne-
glected from Eq.~2! since the beat period is an order
magnitude shorter than the overall relaxation time.

The stable steady-state lasing solutions giveNj50,uEj u2

5Pj for b j j 51, and( j uEj u25( j Pj for b j j 50.5. We start
with the laser operating at steady state and inject a pulse
u(t) equal to zero around the time zero andf around time
t12. The injected pulse energy is 40% the total energy
each mode.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the electric field of a single
laser mode@described by Eqs.~1! and ~2!, b j j 51 in the
rotating framev j50# for different times after the injection
of a single resonant pulse. We show the electric-field vec
for an ensemble of such excitations, with randomly distr
uted initial phase of the VCSEL, thereby mapping out
circle in the complex plane for times<0 ps. The injected
pulse translates this circle in the direction given byu (p/4
shown!, which causes the ensemble average phase to e
u. Therefore the injected pulse can provide a type ofphase
locking.

The carriers provide an instantaneous frequency s
@througha in Eq. ~1!# that does little to influence the phas
of the mode for times comparable to the cavity lifetime~2
ps!, because the carrier change is relatively small. Fig
4~b! shows that 50 ps after the injected pulse, the freque

se

FIG. 4. Complex field of isolated single mode (b j j 51) for in-
jection of 100-fs resonant pulse withu5p/4, at times~a! <0 ps
and 2 ps, and~b! 10 ps and 50 ps. Beating component between t
modes after resonant pulse injection~times indicated with arrows!
for ~c! single pulse, and~d! double pulse annihilation control fo
b j j 51 ~dotted line!, b j j 50.5 ~solid line!, and three mode cas
~dashed line!.
3-3
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shift is substantial and the carrier induced phase shift bu
up to distort the phase distribution. Injecting light into th
short-lived nonlasing modes leads to a similar phase s
through the carriers, but this uniform phase shift is indep
dent of the phase of the lasing modes and will not prod
beating.

When we average over all phases, as in the experim
and consider two lasing modes, the phase locking provi
by the injected pulse produces beating. Fig. 4~c! shows this
beat component for two modes after the injection of a sin
resonant pulse, for different values ofb j j .

To perform control of the beating, we inject a seco
pulse out of phase with the first~anglep change tou). This
returns the translated circle in Figure 4~a! back to the origin.
More generally, when the carrier effects are negligible (Nk

50) and within the rotating frame (v j50), we see from Eq.
~1! that if the integral over the injected field is zero, then t
mode will return to its unperturbed configuration.

Whereas varying the carrier coupling (b j j ) produces only
minor effects for single pulse injection, pronounced quali
tive differences exist for double pulse injection. Figure 4~d!
shows coherent annihilation of the beating for the two
tremes ofb j j ~0.5 and 1!, with arrows indicating the times o
injected pulses. Forb j j 51, the beating oscillations have
strong reemergence after 50 ps that is predominantly due
carrier induced relative phase shift between the in-phase
out-of-phase injection. We have not observed this phen
05180
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enon in our experiments, so each mode cannot be treate
an isolated laser.

For b j j 50.5, the carriers do not introduce a relative pha
shift between the modes~since the modes share the carrie
equally!, and the reemergent oscillations are suppress
Therefore sharing of the carriers from modal overlap actua
reduces the nonlinear relative phase shift between the m
that can be detrimental to control. A small reemergent os
lation persists due to the phase-sensitive amplitude cha
with pulse injection.

The dashed line in Figure 4~d! shows suppression of a
oscillations after the control pulse when a third mode
added~with no pulse injection, four times as intense as t
other modes and all modes coupled equally to the carrie!.
Adding this intense mode reduces the perturbation of
injected pulse relative to the total intensity of the laser. A
consequence, the amplitude relaxation is clamped and
have near perfect linear control.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated ultrafast coher
control of a laser by injecting two optical pulses resona
with the laser. The experiments also demonstrate that co
ent control can be used as an ultrafast experimental too
selectively probe specific oscillators in a coupled oscilla
system. We have shown how resonant injection produ
mode beating through direct field injection into the lasi
modes. We have also discussed how mode competition
proves the ability to perform coherent control. The.1 ns
coherence time of lasers may be applied to room-tempera
coherent optical switching, memory and logic devices.
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